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¢ “ —. U, It makes little difference now, but} - ~ had at. one time an 

Ae interest in Oswald, As soon as I had heard Oswald's nane, 1 recalled 

of that as/ ‘- . . | had discussed. -- sonetime in Summer 1960 ~- 

A 4 with | a mT . the layang 

ae: ’ on of intervien(s) through| or other suitable channels, At the 

4 moment I don't recall if this was discussed while Oswald and his family, 

a were en route to our country of if it was after their arrival, 0-2 0 

| 4 a "9. J remember that Oswald's unusual behavior in the USSR had struck . - 

a "ne from the taoment-I had read the first STATS ‘dispatch on hin, and I 

a? told my subordinates something amounting to "Don't push too hard to get a 

7 re the information we need, because this individual looks odd." j We were | 

oo ‘ particularly interested in theinty Oswald might provide on the Minsk 

1: factory in which he had been employed, on certain sections of the city 

(i itself, and of course we sought the usual] that might help devélop ; 

ri oo. Foreign personality dossiers. | o _  ~ BIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION -.—_ - 

. ig * 3, J was phasing into ny y xt cover assignment? —— a “ar 

a - the time. Thus, I would have left our country shortly after Oswald's arxival. 

oe -} do. not know what action developed thereafter, re are 
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4, As an afterthought, T-recall also that at the time I was becoming _— 

increasingly interested in watching develop a pattern that we had discovere 

jn the cours? of our bio and research work / : the number of Soviet 

women marrying foreigners, being permitted to: leave the USSR, then eventually 

divorcing theix spouses and settling down abroad without returning "home". 

The |. -case was among the first of these, and we eventually turned * 

up something like two dozen similar cases.” as vo? a, 

: an \ became interested in the developing 

trend ive had come across, It was partly out of curiosity to learn if 

Oswald's wife would actually accompany hin to. our country, partly out of .. 

interest in Oswald's own experienced in the U SSR, that we showed, % 

intelligence interest in thecflaxvey story. . 
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i REPRODUCED AT THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES ol srwanac’ es P.L. 102-826 (JFK ACT 
> : vr FS (aR DATE o/ [2/7 

25 November 1963 «° 

SUBJECT; . Mr, Lee Harvey Oswald 

TO 70 | . 

1, It makes little difference now, but) “Jhad at one time an 
OI interest in Oswald. As soon as I had heard OswalB's name, I recalled 
that as Chief of the 6 Branch I -had discussed -- sometime in Summer 1960 ~~ 
with the then Chief and Deputy Chief of the 6 Research Section the laydng 
on of interview(s) through[_ ‘jor other suitable channels. At the: 
moment I don't recall if this was discussed while Oswald and his family © LL atu. 
were en route to our eolintuy of if it was after their’ annivel » ‘ 

2. I venleliber that Oswald's unusual behavior in the USSR had struck 
me from the moment I had read the first STATE dispatch on him, and I 
told my subordinates something amounting to "Don't push too hard to get . 
the information we need, because this individual looks odd."} We were 
particularly interested in the OI Oswald might provide on Ay Minsk 
‘factory in which ho had been employed, on certain sections of the city 
itself, and of course we sought the usual BI that might help develop . 
target personality RUSSROPSs 

3. I was phasing into my ‘Jassignment, and yJat 
tho time, Thus, I would have lett our country shortly atter Uswaid's arkival, 
I do. not know what action developed thereafter, 
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4, As an afterthought, I recall also that at the time I was becoming 
increasingly interested in watching develop a pattern that we had discovered 
sin the course of our bio and research work in 6: the number of Soviet 4 
women marrying foreigners, being permitted to leave the USSR, then eventually ~— - 
divorcing their spouses and settling down abroad without returning "home". 
The “|case was among the first of these, and we eventually turned ° 
up something like two dozen similar cases, . We established links between 
-some of these women and the KGB, e “|became interested in the developing 
trend .we had come across, It was partiy out of curiosity to learn if 
Oswald's wife would actually accomparty him to our country, partly out of 
interest in Oswald's own experienced in the U SSR, that we showed operational 

intelligence interest in thectlarve) story. 
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CUR TPCT? Mae. Lea Harvev Oswald 
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1, Lt makes Little difference now, butf _had at one time an 

interest _in Oswald, As soon as I had heard OswalB's nane, I recalled 

“thatpiye ee le " I -had discussed =- sometime in Surrier 1960 ~~ 
-Athe laydng 

“on of interview(s) througha” . . i o channels, At the 

moment I don't recall if this was discussed while Oswald and his family | 

were en route to our country of if it was.after their arrival. . 

2. %J remember that Oswald's unusual_behaylor in the USSR had struck, 

me. from the moment- I had read the first - Yon hin, and T 

told my subordinates something amounting to on?t push too hard to get 

the information we need, becausg t is individual looks odd." We were 

particularly interested in the 3 Wald might provide on the Minsk 

factory in which he. had been employed, on certzin sections of the city — 

itself, and of course we sought the usual ff Pthat might help ‘ 
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3, was phasing into ny ; ‘assignment, = abtc¢ 

the time, Thus, I would Mave Lert our country shortly after Oswald's arkival. 

I do not know what action developed thereafter. cet 

-Addendum 

4, -As an afterthought, I recall also that at the time T was becoming 

increasingly interested in watching develop a_pattern that we had discovered 

atime. 
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h work “ the nunber of Soviet 
in the course of our researc 

women marrying foreigners, being permitted to leave the USSR, then eventually 

_ divorcing their spouses and settling down abreml without resurise “honey 

(wo estah Lishot Links botecen 
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7 It was partly out of curiosity to learn ur 

Oswald's wife would actually accompany him to our country, partly out_of 

interost in Oswald's own experienced in the U 

interest in thepHarvey story. 
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